A class of flux-conservative diseretization sehemes are presented for alternative grids in two spaee dimensions. The family of methods represents a unified approach to diseretization in anisotropie, inhomogeneous media. Both triangular, quadrilateral and polygonal grids are eonsidered. A eommon feature for all diseretizations is the ability to handle media inhomogeneities in combination with full tensor anisotropy.
INTRODUCTION
Essential for sueeessful modeling of petroleum reservoirs is the ability to adjust the simulation grid to layer boundaries, faults, weU trajectories, and other geometrie eonstraints. Also, large variation in eell sizes is neeessary for computational efficiency. To aUow for this grid flexibility, it is neeessary to apply diseretization methods for non-orthogonal grids. Proper handling of * Now with RF-Rogaland Research, Bergen, Norway the non-orthogonality generaUy requires a flux approximation involving more than two grid eeUs.
Flux approximations with more than two grid eeUs are also neeessary to model a general anisotropy in the rock permeability. In traditional quadrilateral grids, the rock permeability is assumed to be defined with values along the loeal grid eell axes. This assumption is not fulfilled if the eell is aligned with a eurved weU trajectory instead of a layer boundary. Moreover, the assumption may intro duce a large error in nonorthogonal eeUs when the anisotropy is strong. For triangular and polygonal grids, the assumption cannot be used. In general, the permeability should be represented by a tensor K with prineipal directions independent of loeal grid axes.
With two grid cells in the flux molecule, inhomogeneities have traditionally been treated by harmonie averaging. This averaging renders a proper flow resistanee between eells with varying eell properties. No straight-forward generalization of harmonie averaging exists for muit i-point flux approximations. Recently, alternative extensions of the harmonie averaging have been suggested for both triangular'':", quadrilateraI1,2,6,7,8, and polygonal grids 3 ,4,16.
All presented methods define flux approximations that ean be implemented in general fully implieit simulators.
For some problems, it is possible to construct a grid giving a two-point flux molecule, even with a general definition of the permeability tensor. To aehieve this, it must be possible to conneet the two involved eeU points with a broken line whieh on eaeh side of the eeU interface is paraUel to the vector w = Kn, where n is the interface normal. A grid with this property is ealled K_orthogonaI 3 ,4,1l,12,15.
As shown in Fig. 1 , this two-point cell conneetion is generally not possible, or it may lead to severe restrictions on the location of the cell points. In an inhomogeneous medium, w changes direction across the interface, as shown by the left and the right vector in Fig. 1 . This paper will present a unified approach to multipoint flux approximation methods.
The class of discretization methods presented can be used for any standard grid type, including triangular, quadrilateral and polygonal grids. A strong feature of the methods is the ability to handle irregular grid cells in an inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium. The K-orthogonal methods can be regarded as a special sub-class.
Following a unified description of the methods, properties will be discussed, and examples of their use will be given. 
CONTROL-VOLUME FORMULATION
Strong non-linearities present in the model equations for multi-phase porous-media flow of ten motivate use of a fully implicit time discretization.
A controlvolume formulation with implicit time stepping can be expressed as
where Llt is the time step, and the superscript n denotes the time level. The first term m., is the accumulated mass of ph ase C\', and fOIj is the phase flux through surface number j in the control volume. The souree term QOI represents production or injection wells. Darcy's law gives for the flux
The relative mobility of phase C\' is denoted ÀOI' The permeability tensor K is allowed to contain off-diagonal terms, but will be assumed symmetrie, positive definite. Moreover, UOI is the phase potential, and n is the unit normal vector to the cell interface.
To simplify the presentation, phase transfers have been neglected in (2).
If the relative mobility is assumed to have a constant value À~j along the cell interface, the flux can be expressed as
i;
where w = Kn. Since K is positive definite, w points into the same cell as n does. The relative mobility À~j wiII be evaluated by upstream weighting based on the sign of (-V'u~·w).
To simplify the notation, the phase subscript C\' and the time superscript n will be dropped in the following.
DISCRETIZATION PRINCIPLES
Discrete approximations of the flux term (3) will depend on geometrie properties of the grid, as well as data defined for the permeability distribution K. This section presents a unified treatment of flux discretizations in two space dimensions for triangular, quadrilateral and polygonal grids.
In general, a grid consists of a collection of grid cells / control volumes defined by the corner points Ck. The permeability distribution K is assumed to be piecewise constant, with cell values. Each celI has defined a grid point Xi, preferably equal to the cell centroid. The value of the numerical solution in the cell will be denoted Ui = U(Xi)' Two adjacent grid ceUs are termed neighbors, and the curve separating the cells wiU be caUed a cell interface or a cell edge. Note that for polygonai grid cells, a cell interface is not necessarily a straight line. The degree of a cell corner Ck is defined as the number of cell interfaces that meet in the corner and will be denoted Nk.
Central in the flux calculations presented will be a collection of grid cells with one corner point in common, termed a grid cell cluster. The number of cells in the cluster equals the degree of the corresponding corner. Associated to each cluster, an interaction region is defined as foUowing: At each cell edge, chose an arbitrary point ej and draw straight lines from this point to the cell points in the two neighboring cells. Inside the cluster, the straight lines will define a polygon with 2Nk corners, the interaction region. Examples of ceU clusters with interaction regions are shown in Fig. 2 . CeH clusters with interaetion region in triangular, quadrilateral and polygonal grids
The edge point ej divides a cell interface in two parts, and the flux across each part will be calculated separately. The term flux interface will be used to distinguish each of the two parts from the total cell interface.
Flux across a flux interface will be approximated by a linear combination of grid cell values Ui in the inter action region:
The index set of grid points involved in the flux approximation, st, can contain a maximum of Nk cells.
The coefficients ti will be called the transmissibilities associated with the flux interface. Since the flux must be zero when the vector {Ui hEn has equal components, all discretizations must satisfy the condition L:iEn ti = Q. This property is automatically satisfied by the discretization methods presented in th is paper.
The collection of interaction regions covers the domain of the differential equation in a non-overlapping manner. Transmissibilities for a eell interface are calculated by assembling contributions from the two interaction regions involved. For an interface adjacent to an outer boundary, an interaction region is defined by extending the domain of the differential equation with additional grid cells. A homogeneous Neumann condition can for example be modeled by defining the added grid cells as inactive.
In traditional discretizations on orthogonal, structured grids whose axes are aligned with the principal directions of K, transmissibilities are calculated by harmonic averaging of grid-cell transmissibilities. The harmonie average is obtained assuming a linear variation in the fluid potential for each grid cell and assuming continuous potential and flux at every edge in the grid. The transmissibilities in the current discretizations will be derived using the same basic principles. The linear assumption for the potential is only used while calculating the transmissibilities.
Afterwards, the cell-point values will be used in the discrete equations.
Assume a linear variation in the solution variable for each grid cell in the interaction region. This gives 3Nk degrees of freedom for defining the solution in the region. As all grid-point values Ui must be honored, only 2Nk degrees of freedom are actually available. Ideally, these degrees of freedom should be used to ensure continuity in both potential and flux at all Nk flux interfaces in the interaction region. With a linear variation in the solution, the flux is continuous across the total interface if it is continuous at a single edge point. The solution is continuous along the entire edge if it is continuous at two edge points. Hence, full continuity at all flux interfaces requires 3Nk degrees of freedom for the whole interaction region, but only 2Nk are available. Linear cell approximations can only be applied if the continuity conditions are relaxed. In U-methods, continuity conditions are stated for the central edge and for the two interfaces in the grid cells which are neighbors to the central edge. For a corner with degree higher than three, U-methods will involve four grid cells in the transmissibility calculation, irrespective of cell geometry.
Each grid cell involved is associated with two degrees of freedom, and to create a method that treats the grid cells symmetrically, the eight degrees of freedom are used to 1) irnpose flux continuity at all th ree involved edges; 2) impose potential continuity at a single point at the central edge; 3) impose full potential continuity at each of the other two edges.
The name of the methods is derived from the stylized letter U formed by lines between grid points connected in the flux approximation, confer grid, U-methods apply a minimum number of interfaces, without loosing the symmetrie treatrnent of the grid points. For grid cells where all corners. have degree less or equal to four, 0-and U-methods will Iead to discretizations with the same number of grid cells in the flux molecule. For corners with degree higher than four, as typically is the case in triangular grids, the flux molecule from U-methods will involve less grid cells than O-methods.
For cell corners with degree higher than four, it is possible to construct methods involving more cell interfaces than a U-method, but still less edges than a complete O-method. 0-and U-methods can be applied simultaneously in different parts of the reservoir region, if convenient. The methods also allow the user to combine various cell geometries, as triangles and quadrilaterals.
It is important to notice that the presented methods do not assume any specific location for cell points, edge points defining interaction regions or the edge points where continuity conditions are stated. In contrast, K-orthogonal methods will require specific definitions for these points. The resulting transmissibilities will of course always dep end on the selected 10-cations, and properties of the discretization mayalso depend strongly on the selections. The examples presented in this paper are all generated with the continuity points selected identical to the edge points ej defining the interaction regions.
All methods presented here are based on the same basic principles, and all methods yield transmissibilities that are generalizations of the harmonie average applied in two-point flux approximations. Hence, the methods can be regarded as a large class of fluxconservative methods, where O-methods, U-methods and K-orthogonal methods are all sub-classes.
Discretizations leading to a multi-point flux approximation wil! be abbreviated MPFA-methods, as opposed to the two-point flux methods appearing in Korthogonal grids or corner-point forrnulations+'.
A non-orthogonal curvilinear grid is a special case of a quadrilateral grid where all corners have degree equal , to four. The differential equations are usually transformed such that the discretization can be performed in a computational space where the grid geometry is regular. 0-and the Il-methods were first presented for non-orthogonal curvilinear grids 1 ,2. A simultaneous and independent presentation of the O-methods was given in Refs. 7,8. Both 0-and the U-methods will lead to a cel! molecule invol ving nine grid cel!s in two space dimensions.
Polygonal grids are normally constructed based on a triangulation of the domain of the differential equation. This creates a polygonal grid where all corners have degree equal to three. In this manner, the polygonal grid and the triangular grid can be regarded as dual grids: One grid serves to define the interaction regions for the other grid and vice versa. 0-and U-methods for triangular and polygonal grids are presented in Refs. 3,4. A simultaneous and independent development of an O-method for polygonal grids is given in Ref. 16 .
TRANSMISSIBILITY CALCULATIONS
There are several ways of expressing the linear approximation of the solution in a cell in the interaction region, but the two degrees of freedom are essentially connected to the solution gradient in the cell: This system has dimension N X (2Ne). The remaining potential continuity conditions will al! have the forrn [aj_,,Bj_] .
where x; is the edge point selected for the continuity condition.
In matrix farm, the potential continuity equations can be stated
where 'U is a vector containing the involved grid cell values Ui. The dimension of this system of equations is (2Nc -N) x (2Nc). Together, (7) and (9) form a complete system of dimension (2Nc) x (2Nc): 
PROPERTIES OF THE METHODS
Several properties of the methods have already been presented in the previous sections:
The methods are applicable to any common grid type, including grids where the cells are triangles, quadrilaterals, or polygons.
A hybrid grid consisting of a mixture of cell types is handled with no extra effort, except for book-keeping.
Harmonie averaging of nearest-neighbor grid-cell transmissibilities is widely accepted as the best way to model flow resistance for inhomogeneous media, when applying a two-point flux molecule. The presented methods generalize the concept of harmonie averaging, in an approximate fashion, to situations where a multi-point flux molecule is applied. Two slightly different views on the approximation lead to two discretization classes: 0-and U-methods.
If the cell centroid is used as cell point and edge midpoints are used in the continuity conditions, both the 0-and the U-method reduce to the standard two-point flux approximation with harmonie averaging for a K-orthogonal Cartesian grid.
Very similar results are obtained fr om computations with the two method cla.sses 1 ,2,4, though some systematic differences are pointed out in Ref. 2. It is possible to use a hybrid method; i.e., use an O-method for a number of clusters in the grid and a U-method for the remaining clusters, again without any extra effort apart from book-keeping.
Convergence.
A general convergence analysis of the 0-and U-methods is difficult to carry through, due to the local eliaraeter of the transmissibility calculations and the subsequent assembly procedure.
For both triangles, quadrilaterals, and hexagons, analytical expression for the transmissibilities have been derived, assuming regular cell geometries and a homogeneous medium with constant anisotropyê". The cell centroid is used as cell point, and edge midpoints are used in the continuity conditions. For a non-orthogonal quadrilateral grid, the expressions have been used to show that both the 0-and the U-method are second-order accurate ' , For quadrilateral and triangular grid cells, con vergen ce over strong discontinuities has been demonstrated numerically by successive grid refinementé-". Practical difficulties with the grid refinement make it hard to demonstrate convergence in this manner for polygonal grid cells. However, the methods produce very similar results for all three grid types for problems involving jump discontinuities, when the grid size is fixed. This is demonstrated by the first example in the last section in this paper.
Local conservation and monotonicity are important properties for the convergence of a numeri cal method for conservation laws of parabolic type. As all controlvolume methods, the presented methods are locally conservative. The issue of monotonicity is briefly discussed in Ref. 4 . It seems difficult to conclude whether the methods are monotone.
Generally, the methods do not lead to M-matrices, but this does not exclude monotonicity. In Ref. 4, the related but simpler issue of the sign of the leading transmissibilities is considered in some detail, for homogeneous media. (The leading transmissibilities are defined as those transmissibilities associated with an edge in the grid that are nonzero also in a two-point flux approximation.)
Based on analytical expressions for the transmissibilities, it is shown that the methods do not always produce leading transmissibilities with the expected signs; i.e., the same signs as one would obtain using a two-point flux molecule.
When such "incorrect" signs occur for a large enough number of grid-cell edges, the methods diverge with oscillations.
However, the methods will sustain a smaller number of edges where the leading transmissibilities have incorrect signs. The same phenomenon has also been reported for a triangle-based finite element method". This divergence problem can occur for all grid types if the anisotropy is strong enough. The remedy is to let the grid-cell shapes to some degree depend on the anisotropy".
Triangular grid cells are more sensitive to anisotropy strength than quadrilaterals or polygons, but for normal anisotropy strengths in a reservoir, also triangular grids can be applied without difficulties".
It can be shown that for a uniform non-orthogonal quadrilateral grid on a homogeneous medium with constant anisotropy, incorrect signs will never occur. Recall that second-order convergence has already been established for this case.
Inactive
edges. An edge in the grid with a zeroflux condition is called inactive. Inactive edges occur in conneetion with no-flow outer boundaries and in conneetion with impermeable rocks in the reservoir. Thin impermeable zones are modeled by inactive edges in active grid cells, while thicker zones are modeled by inactive grid cells. Clearly, a correct treatment of inactive edges is necessary to model flow accurately.
With a multi-point flux approximation, an inactive edge in the grid-cell cluster will generally influence flux calculations for the remainingedges in the cluster. The presented methods allow for easy and exact treatment of inactive edges 1 ,2,3. Implications for the 0-and Umethods of dealing with inactive edges are briefly discussed in Ref. 2 and provide a good illustration of the main difference between the methods.
Fluid contacts.
Compared to models for singlephase porous media flow, an additional difficulty arises when applying multi-point flux molecules to multiphase problems: Discretization at edges in the grid adjacent to fluid contacts. If no special treatment is given to such edges, any MPFA-method will produce unphysical fluxes, locally. However, the magnitude of these fluxes is usually very small for the 0-and Umethods, and then such fluxes have little practical consequence. Some possible actions to completely eliminate these fluxes are discussed in Ref. 1.
Computational
efficiency.
The computational efficiency of a simulator applying an MPFA-method cannot be expected to be as good as that of a standard reservoir simulator using a two-point flux approximation on a Cartesian grid.
efficiency is closely related to the ability to rapidly solve the linear equations occurring at every Newton iteration. Structured grids, such as Cartesian or curvilinear grids, lead to sparse band matrices being input to the linear sol ver , while triangular or polygonal grids lead to sparse unstructured matrices. This is true whether a two-point or an MPFA molecule is applied for the discretization.
However, the choice of flux molecule will usually influence the sparsity of the resulting matrix. Note however, that for polygonal grids constructed from an underlying triangular grid, the sparsity is the same using the presented method as when applying a two-point flux approximation.
The standard of iterative linear sol vers for unstructured matrices is much poorer than the standard of linear solvers for band-matrices with similar sparsity. Thus, computational efficiency is perhaps more related to the choice of grid type than to the choice of discretization on a given grid type.
>
Grid-orientation effects. The simulator grid is an artificial construction and should ideally not influence the solution to a physical problem.
The resolution of the grid should be fine enough to represent all important problem features, and the numerical solution should not depend on the orientation of the grid.
For rnulti-phase porons-media flow, it is weIl known that two-point flux approximation schemes exhibit grid-orientation effects, especially for adverse mobility ratios 1 0,17.
Many schemes have been proposed to reduce grid orientation for homogeneous media. However, these schemes do not lead to accurate modeling of flow resistance for inhomogeneous media.
A grid-orientation effect can be observed for two-point flux methods on skew quadrilateral grids even for single-ph ase flow _To analyze the grid-orientation effect for two-phase flow in isotropic, homogeneous media, it has been suggested to use the angular dep endency in the truncation error for the approximation of -\T'(À \Tu) as a measure ofthe lack ofrotational invariance. This was done first for miscible+" and later for immiscibleê+' flow. For the regular triangular, quadrilateral and hexagonal grids with cell points in the eentroids, as shown in Fig. 5 , the truncation error can be determined for the developed methods.
W ·· qp@i r:
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L~= -(Àu')'
where the prime (') denotes the derivative in the direction of -\l u, i.e., fx = f' cos {} and fy = f' sin "19 for a function f. The comparison of the angular dependency in the truncation error in Refs. 14 and 5 is based on the fact that the truncation errors for the compared schemes both are of CJ(h). This is not the case here. The quadrilateral and hexagonal grids give CJ(h), whereas the triangular grid gives an inconsistent scheme. Hence, this method of analysis does not apply when m = 3 in the approximation (12). However, our experience is that MPFA-methods for all three grid types show very little angular dependency, as demonstrated in the last example of the next section.
For control-volume methods, the truncation error can not be expected to be representative for the convergence".
For the approximations (12), this is supported by the last example of the next section, where convergence is demonstrated.
EXAMPLES
In this section, examples of use of MPFA-methods will be presented for triangular, quadrilateral and polygonal grids. Advantages and limitations of the alternative grids in problems with complex geometry are weIl known, and here, properties ofthe discretization methods in handling of anisotropy and in homogene ities will be focused. These properties can partly .be investigated by use of regular grid cells. For a complete discussion, however, restrictions on the cell shapes imposed by the discretizations will also be addressed.
When alternative grids are compared, approximately the same number of grid celIs have been used in the simulations. The same region is covered by the grids, although exact adjustment along the boundaries has not been attempted.
As demonstrated by the examples, adjustment of the grids to lines of discontinuities is not restricted by the discretization methods.
Polygonal grids are constructed based on a triangulation of the reservoir region. If nothing else is stated, the midpoint of a triangle edge is used to construct the polygon, and this point is also applied when stating the potential continuity condition.
Note that in the examples, discretizations for regular Cartesian grids involve nine grid cells in the cell molecule, as for a general non-orthogonal curvilinear grid. The familiar five-point molecule is only retained when the principal directions for the permeability tensor are aligned with the grid axes.
Inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium. Typically in reservoir simulation, the principal directions for the permeability tensor follow the direction of the reservoir layering. Special deposit environment may however create reservoirs where the principal permeability directions deviate from the layering directions. Also a geological fault will generally represent a situation where the principal permeability directions are not parallel to the line of discontinuity in permeability. A simple model with this feature is used to test properties of the methods: A square reservoir region is divided in two parts by a horizontal line, and the permeability in the lower part is defined ten times larger than in the upper part. In both regions, the ratio between the larger and the smaller permeability axis is equal to five, and the larger axis is oriented 45°from the horizontal.
A single production weIl is located in the center of the region, which is filled with a single fluid. The reg ion is initially at constant pressure, and Fig. 6 compares pressure solutions generated by a period of constantrate production.
The triangular grid and the quadrilateral grid are both regular, and the discontinuity line is shown as a thickened line in the grid. The polygonal grid is regular everywhere, except in the vicinity of the discontinuity.
The solutions, here shown for U-methods, are found to be in excellent agreement. All methods handle the In contrast, a K-orthogonal method imposes substantial restrictions on the grid. As an example, consider a layered reservoir where the larger principal direct ion of K is along the layer boundaries. Assume that a K-arthaganal polygonal grid is wanted fot this reservoir. The underlying triangular grid will th en have to consist af right-angled triangles at the layer bounderies, having circumcenter on the boundary, see Fig. 7 . Hence, a continuous refinement of the grid towards the wen is impossible. Hence, also for this grid a continuous refinement of the grid towards the weil cannot be achieved. Two-phase flow on skew quadrilateral grid. Rotatianal invariance af the methads can be tested by madeling a problem which exhibit symmetry. Lack af symmetry in the solution will then be a measure of a grid-orientation effect. A symmetrie model problem The same geometry is here used for twophase flow, but with a. grid of dimension 81 x 81. The domain is shown in Fig. 9 .
Water is injected in a single injector I, and water. and oil are produced with equal and constant liquid rates from two production wells P. Figure 9 shows the saturation contours for an MPFA-methad and far a two-paint flux method-ê. The 0-and the U-methad give practically identieal results. The two-point flux methad dearly has a larger grid-orientation effect. Figure 10 shows the produced water fraction fw versus time t in the production wells. Ideally, the curves for the two wells should be identical. Clearly, the difference in the curves for the two-point flux method is much larger than the differenee for the MPFA-methad. Two-phase flow on triangular and hexagonal grid. Rotaticnel invariance of the methods can also be tested by applying alternative ratated grids to the same model problem. Results will be shown here for triangular and polyganal grids.
The applied triangular grids are all regular, and sa is the underlying triangular grid frorn whieh palyganal grids are constructed.
If the triangle cent raid is used as cell center for the triangular grid and as palyganal corner far a polygonal grid, MPFA-methads result.
Alternatively, K-arthaganal grids with two-point flux molecules can be constructed by using the center of the circumscribed K-ellipse 3 Ier each triangle as cell center for the triangular grid and as corner for the The test problems are defined in a square domain with the grids for the MPFA-methods shown in Fig. 11 . (Actually, the grids shown have approximately 1000 grid cells. In the simulations, similar grids with approximately 5000 grid cells were used.) The test examples can also be performed with regular Cartesian grids, but the solution will then be identica!.
In the test examples, an injection weil (I) and a production weil (P) are located on a circle with center in the middle of the square domain and with radius equal to 1/4 of the square edge, confer Figs. 12 and 13. Water is injected into the region. and oil and water are produced. The line connecting the producer and the injector aligns with the larger principal direct ion of K.
Two test cases will be demonstrated.
In Case I, the larger pnncipal direct ion aligns with a triangle edge in each triangle. Case II is defined with the smaller principal direction aligned with the triangle edges. The two cases should have exactly the same solution since Case II is abtained from Case I by a reflection and a rotatien.
(The angle between the horizontal and the larger principal direction af K is 60' in Case land 30' in Case 11.) In Case I1, the center of the K-ellipse is located outside the triangle, and an unreliable solution should be expected far the K-arthaganal method. In the abave examplee, mabilities of oil and water are approximately equal. Ta test the influence af a high mobility in the displacing phase, the viscosity af water was reduced by a factor of 10. Cases land II were then run for the MPFA-methods. Figures 18 and 19 show the results. They show na larger deviatian than in the results in Figs. 14 and 15, produced by low-rnobility data.
The test cases for the MPFA-methads in this subsection demanstrate eanvergenee far the sehemes. Sinee the test cases are anisotropic, they are not identical ta the isotropie cases analyzed in (12)-(15 is not representative for the convergence. The examples also illustrate the very small angular dependency experienced with the MPFA-methods.
